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INTRODUCTION
Providing reliable in-situ surface temperature and salinity data over the world ocean within short delays is critical for the calibration and 
validation of SMOS. This work is a contribution to the GLOSCAL project (Global Ocean Surface Salinity Calibration and Validation), which 
aim at calibrating and validating the SSS data from SMOS by a systematic and global comparison with available in-situ data. 
In-situ data are used to set quality flags on the satellite data and they are needed to improve the algorithms and monitor potential  
sensors errors. 
Here, we aim at providing in near real time, for the cal/val SMOS needs, both monthly gridded field of sea surface salinity and temperature 
and the In-Situ Dataset used to process it. We will detail the data and the method used.

DATASETS : Temperature and Salinity
Data used to build the in-situ dataset come from Coriolis data center, and are mainly composed of ARGO measurements. CTD, buoys and mooring (such as TAO/PIRATA in the tropics) complete 
the set. Thermosalinographs data are up to integrate the set, as surface dedicated equipments they are.

The TOOL
ISAS has a global coverage on the Mercator 1/2° grid, with 151 
standard levels depth (from 0 to 2000m).
A field of a priori variance is provided, and the covariance scales 
are defined at each spatial and temporal grid point (30 to 300km, 
21 days).
ISAS compares data to the climatology, detects spikes and 
doubtful points, and allows data validation.
For the cal/val SMOS needs, we produce each month SSS and 
SST fields representing the last month.

CAL/VAL Outlook
- Inclusion of TSG data in the NRT surface analysis is up to be completed 
(July). The map represents the difference between the analysis with and without 
TSG. We can see the anomaly under the tracks of TSG, indicating the influence 
of the TSG as surface data.
- Keep producing near real time monthly fields (SSS and SST) during the 
SMOS mission using as many validated data as possible.
- Provide monthly gridded fields of near surface temperature and salinity based 
on in-situ data over the period from 2002 to present.
- Continue the delayed mode quality control of TSG data every month.

ARGO (and other)
The Argo net coverage is nominal since fall 
2007. Argo measurement starts between 4-
5m  and 10m, and reach depths from 1000 to 
2000m. All the data downloaded from 
Coriolis are checked against climatology 
before use. For the need of cal/val SMOS, a 
near-real time data flux has been 
implemented : monthly dataset are provided 
by Coriolis data center.

Thermosalinographs
A fleet of commercial ships and research vessels operating all year long over 
various areas of the world are equipped with TSG. They transmit data in real time. 
Equipments are rigorously calibrated and water samples taken on board at regular 
intervals are analyzed in order to infer and correct the salinity drift that may occur 
due to the fouling an/or scouring.
Delayed mode data are processed by the scientists (LPO, ORE-SSS) : quality 
flags (climatology, spike, noise,...), corrections applied whenever possible from 
argo data colocalised along the track of the TSG, or from the water samples.
These data are contribution to the GOSUD project and are available in NetCDF 
Gosud format.Data coverage since January 2010
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ISAS : Objective Analysis
These data are then merged to produce gridded fields of temperature and salinity using optimal estimation. This final process constitutes an additional control in the sense that it allows us to 
check with a single processing the consistency of simultaneous datasets and the agreement with climatology. ISAS (In Situ Analysis System) has been developed by Gaillard et al. (JAOT 2009), 
as a tool to produce these gridded fields from objective analysis of in-situ data coming from multiple sources.

TSG data since January 2010
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Surface Analysis
As ISAS has not been specifically developed for the surface, a preliminary work has been 
required to adapt ISAS to this need.
Surface treatment :
1- all data except TSG : we extrapolate the last measurement from its depth to the surface.
2- TSG data :  the measurement (most of the time between 3m and 15m) is extrapolated to 
all the layer 0-20m (so we made the hypothesis of a mixed surface layer)
3- we increase the associated error proportionally to the gap from the initial level.

Examples of Cal/val and Outlook

One improvement has been to include data from 
thermosalinographs to the analysis. It is up to be completed. 
Until now, these data were not properly used as they require 
special quality control, even though huge amount of 
information can be extracted from this kind of data. 
Preliminary results shows that include the TSG data improve 
the final analysis.
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TSG data represent  a very important amount of surface 
data compared to Argo. However, spatial sampling of 
Argo Data is widely better.

The RMS error shows that SMOS SSS is quite satisfying, 
with a standard deviation of 0.6PSU between SMOS SSS 
and  in-situ SSS. The same result is shown for the 
comparison with ISAS monthly gridded fields For daily case, 
the agreement falls to a standard deviation of 2.7PSU.

Data from all the TSG in 2010

Monthly fields validation with in-situ data : ~ 7300 pts
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http://www.coriolis.eu.org/
http://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/observation/crest_argo 
http://www.ifremer.fr/gosud/
ISAS : http://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/la_recherche/projets_en_cours/arivo_2/isas_tool
ORE-SSS : http://www.legos.obs-mip.fr/en/observations/sss/
LPO : http://www.ifremer.fr/lpo
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One example of quality control on TSG timeserie.
Top : timeserie of salinity with quality flags (color) 
and external data (sallinity from Argo colocalised 
(circle) and Water Sample (triangle)). Only good 
quality external data are shown. Bottom : Adjusment 
of timeserie along good quality external data. 
Timeserie adjusted (red), timeserie before 
adjustment (black), error on adjustment (green).
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